
WHOKILLEDXIX UNLOAD NEW SINGLE “9MM”
 

LISTEN HERE
 

 SET TO UNLEASH LORE, VOL. 2 EP ON JULY 14; ORIGINAL COMIC
BOOK COMING SOON

  
 DEATH WALKERS TOUR LAUNCHES THIS SUMMER

DOWNLOAD ART HERE

May 19, 2023 (Los Angeles, CA) – Opening up an immersive world, WHOKILLEDXIX uncork an
incendiary and infec ous new single and music video en tled “9MM” today via Masked
Records/Warner Records. Listen HERE. On Monday, May 22nd the duo will premiere and break
down the video via Twitch.
 
This me around, they deliver dystopian hip-hop of the highest order. With the chamber locked
and loaded, the track sparks raucous rhymes over punchy drums comprised of gun sounds. It finds
the duo—Karm The Tool and Yung Skayda—unapologe cally innova ng again as they level up
sonically once more. The guys notably wrote, produced, mixed, and mastered the song by
themselves in addition to envisioning the artwork
 
About the single, Karm The Tool and Yung Skayda shared, “‘9MM’ is a song from the perspec ve
of a gun in a video game. We put together everything we found cool about old school hip hop and
put it all into this track using gun sounds as percussion. The vibe we ended up with feels perfect for
those hot summer drives when you want to nod your head.”
 
Most importantly, it teases a much bigger move by the pair. On July 14, they will reveal the Lore,
Vol. 2 EP. It will serve as the soundtrack to an upcoming original physical and digital comic book
starring lovable menaces-to-society— JAK, CHAIN, KID, and MAGICMAN.

https://whokilledxix.lnk.to/9mm
https://wmg.sharepoint.com/:i:/s/US.WBR.Publicity/EccUYPHWWcFPp3ZARJ_eN9IBZSaKw6G5RhitZxXijrW5BA?e=9K8ved
https://whokilledxix.lnk.to/9mm


“ T he lore is a way for us to merge our music together with a visual experience,” added
WHOKILLEDXIX. “The EP is really a soundtrack for the comic book, and the comic book is also a
reflec on of the music. The inspira on for the two mediums goes both ways. This way we can
really take the idea of world building to another level. The story itself is chao c and really in-your-
face. There are good guys and bad guys and also a bunch of characters in the middle. There will be
a lot open for interpretation for now, but this project is just the beginning of this story.”
 
“9MM” lands in the wake of “LUCK1” which followed their similarly dynamic “H4LO.” Both tracks
follow the Connec cut na ves' debut album PULLBACK, which dropped last year. Filled with hard-
charging crea ons like “ATTENTION!,” “ANXIETY,” and “it takes two,” the album announced the
arrival of a boldly original new voice in music. PULLBACK followed the EPs LORE, Vol. 1, Fall
Damage, and 19. And with over 250 million combined streams thus far, it’s safe to say their brand
of songwriting is connecting with fans.
 
In July, the duo headlines the Death Walkers tour. Get ready for Lore, Vol. 2 and more from
WHOKILLEDXIX.

TOUR DATES
5/31 - Fresno, CA @ Strummer's
6/1 - Bakersfield, CA @ Jerry's Pizza & Pub
6/2 - Santa Cruz, CA @ Catalyst
6/3 - San Francisco, CA @ Neck Of the Woods
6/5 - Salt Lake City, UT @ Soundwell
6/6 - Denver, CO @ Cervantes' Masterpiece Ballroom & Other Side
6/7 - Lawrence, KS @ Bottleneck
6/8 - St. Louis, MO @ Red Flag

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHvMYbiS9x8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ9fz9PSG-4
https://whokilledxix.lnk.to/attentionvideo
https://whokilledxix.lnk.to/ANXIETYvideo
https://whokilledxix.lnk.to/ittakestwovideo


6/10 - Minneapolis, MN @ 7th St Entry
6/12 - West Chicago, IL @ The WC Social Club
6/24 - Dallas, TX @ So What? Fest

7/11 - Albuquerque, NM @ The Jam Spot
7/12 - Amarillo, TX @ Bomb City Distillery
7/13 - San Antonio, TX @ The Paper Tiger
7/14 - Houston, TX @ UNIVERSALMADNESS Fest
7/15 - Dallas, TX @ Christ Embassy Church
7/16 - Denver, CO @ Larimer Lounge
7/18 - Salt Lake City, UT @ Black Lung Society
7/19 - Las Vegas, NV @ Cool Vibes Studio 2
7/20 - Santa Ana, CA @ La Santa
7/21 - Los Angeles, CA @ The Catch One
7/22 - Palmdale, CA -@Transplants Brewery

Credit - Malachi Barnes
DOWNLOAD IMAGE HERE

ABOUT WHOKILLEDXIX:
Yung Skayda and Karm the Tool of WHOKILLEDXIX are building intricate musical worlds.
The Los Angeles rap-punk duo have released three full-lengths, an EP, and a sprawling
collection of stylistically uncharacterizable singles that have won them a huge and
committed global fan base, earning streams well into the hundreds of millions. With their
songs and videos going forward—including a new EP due in early summer—the duo
hopes to create an increasingly coherent narrative universe. It makes sense to look for
unity in WHOKILLEDXIX’s storytelling since the group’s musical methodology is to try
something as different as possible from what came before it, leaving nothing off the table
creatively. Presenting unhinged sounds with confidence is their signature; disorder is the
organizing principle. WHOKILLEDXIX’s sound was informed by their childhood in
Connecticut playing in punk bands and their formative love for XXXTENTACION’s
confrontational, genre-agnostic hip-hop. Their first two releases, 2018’s Pajamas and
2019’s Valyntyne’s Day EP,  find their warped sense of humor coupled with styles ranging
from throwback hyphy to hushed emo to melodic R&B—all recorded on their iPhones.
With their latest music, they’re weaving this boundary-pushing approach together with
compelling visuals, a comic book, and an overall mythos that will hook fans for the long
haul. They are careful to note, though, that their M.O. hasn’t changed—they’ll always be
doing whatever they want, whenever they want. 

FOLLOW WHOKILLEDXIX

https://wmg.sharepoint.com/:i:/s/US.WBR.Publicity/ESHKZye5w9VHnVwP7_yUJxgBSSXPsHJuBzlXSUhR0offsA?e=CSszRo


Twitter | Instagram | YouTube | Facebook | TikTok
 

For more information, please contact: 
Yash Zadeh | Warner Records

Yashar.Zadeh@warnerrecords.com
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